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Specifications fo the range:
Sturdy functional design that is easy to use. That's what you get with Aristarco warewashers, ideal for washing pots and
pans, baskets and large utensils, guaranteeing high performance and total reliability.

The AU utensil washers range, entirely made of stainless steel, have a double-skinned insulated bodby that gives them
thermal insulation and a complete silence.

The control panel with new signs and colours is easy to use in order to facilitate the user task.

The wash tank is entirely preformed with rounded corners to prevent build-up of dirt and to facilitate daily cleaning
operations. The self-cleaning wash tank automatically conveys residues to the drain ensuring an excellent wash
performance.

Surface filters can be removed for carrying out cleaning operations and prevent dirt and food residues from entering the
tank maintainin washing water clean longer. It moreover features a vent on the top to rapidly eliminate steam generated
during the washing cycle.

Rinsing and washing system is based on the top and bottom rotation spray arms made of stainless steel tubes. They are
designed to be fully removable to facilitate their cleaning and therefore to ensure them a longer lifte.

The AU line also includes compact utensil washers with features from the AP, AS, AL and AH ranges respectively.
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Specifications
Model    AU 65-65

Dimesnions    B835 x D1020 x H1940/2170 mm

Basket sizes    660 x 815 mm

Utensils washing height   450 mm

Output p/h- baskets  20 - 10 - 7

Cycle     3 / 6 / 9 min.

Water quantity per cycle  4 lt.

Wash pumpe   2000 W

Boiler heating element  9000 W

Tank heating element  6000 W

Total power   11300 W

Boiler capacity   12 lt.

Tank capacity   65 lt.

Total weight   195 kg

Voltage    400V, 3N, 50Hz
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